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This book, originally published in 1765, is a gentle introduction to algebra by one of history's
greatest mathematicians, Leonhard Euler. Starting with basic mathematical concepts such as
signs, fractions, powers and roots, logarithms, infinite series, arithmetic and geometric ratios,
and the calculation of interest, Euler then discusses how to solve equations of varying degrees,
methods of rendering certain formulas rational, and more.In 1771, Joseph-Louis Lagrange
included an addendum to the French edition containing topics such as continued fractions and
Diophantine equations.This edition of Elements of Algebra was completely re-written using
Microsoft Word and its Equation Editor over the course of several months and is not just another
scanned copy of John Hewlett's original English language translation. This new edition contains
Euler's Part I (Containing the Analysis of Determinate Quantities) and Part II (Containing the
Analysis of Indeterminate Quantities), Lagrange's Additions as well as all of the footnotes by
Johann Bernoulli and others.While much of the text remains the same as that edition, several
changes were made to make it more accessible to the modern reader:1. The words "shew" and
"shewn" were replaced by "show" and "shown", respectively.2. The original notation for
continued fractions has been replaced with the more modern notation.3. Several French-to-
English translation issues were resolved.4. While the order is the same as John Hewlett's
English language translation, in order to give the work more space, each chapter now begins on
its own page.5. Several inline formulas were moved out-of-line to give the work more space.6.
Several errors in the formulas were discovered and corrected.7. The word "formulae" was
replace by "formulas".8. The footnotes were moved to a Notes section at the end of the book.9.
The overuse of the comma in several places was brought up to modern standards.It is my hope
that by creating this new "modern" edition, a renewed interest will be generated for a work which
certainly does not deserve to be forgotten, written by a brilliant mathematician considered "the
master of us all".[UPDATED WITH CORRECTIONS ON JULY 30, 2016.]

About the AuthorDave Stockton is a veteran golf champion and renowned short-game instructor.
He is the author of the bestseller Unconscious Putting and Dave Stockton’s Putt to Win.Matthew
Rudy is a senior writer at Golf Digest and is the coauthor of fourteen golf instruction books,
including Unconscious Putting and Stan Utley’s The Art of the Short Game. --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.
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warren morris, “The Explanations Are "extraordinarily clear and complete".. I'm a very slow
learner. I've always had a problem with understanding things. Especially math. But this book has
changed things for me because of the explanations it contains. And even though I've never had
much money, it is worth twice the price. For what its worth, that's my honest opinion.”

Georgy, “Clear and focused. I really enjoy short focused chapters, unlike in a lot of modern
textbooks, they never drag on, but keep you interested. The tone of the book is conversational,
not formal at all. You can really tell that Euler enjoyed teaching as much as he enjoyed doing
mathematics.The reprint is very high quality. Though normally, I wouldn't trust anything that
comes out of Microsoft Word, the book's typesetting is of high quality. It's not TeX, you will not
find a single ligature here, or sub-millimeter precision spacing, but it still looks good. Some of the
decorum, the squiggly lines announcing each new chapter, seem to have been lost in translation
to new format, so pages look a little austere in comparison to original. Title image is noticeably
pixelated, a little more care could be taken to pick out a higher resolution image for the title page.
But other than that there's nothing I can nitpick on.EDIT: Found a blooper: reference numbers
don't match up!”

adsmlt39, “Best introduction to algebra available. Leonhard Euler is both founder of modern
algebra and widely believed to be the best pure mathematician ever. According to the story I've
heard, Euler went blind late in life but to have something to do he obtained the services of a
normal person not educated in mathematics and used him as an intellectual mirror to write this
book. He only put explanations in this book that helper could master. Amazingly, the helper
mastered the material. How clever.”

Alexander Castellucci, “Large and demanding your attention. A must buy for those intrigued by
Euler.. I purchased this book excepting it to be a tad bit shorter but that was my fault as a
consumer making spontaneous purchases rather than investigating a bit further. This is a
textbook sized book and it packs a lot of information all taught by Euler (possibly the greatest
mathematician known to man). Some of the language used in the book can be a bit confusing
but considering this is a reprint and probably was translated by people without math degrees it is
passable.Definitely worth its value.”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “A textbook written by a superb mathematician of yore, XVIII century. I
liked the beginning where Euler defines the mathematical symbols to be used. For instance, we
learn that equal to (=) is beginning to be used at the time. Further on, when defining numbers
(natural, rational,...) It is clear that at the time there was not an axiomatic number definition.
Rather, Euler defines number properties with clear applied examples (investment, principal,
debts an so on ). The last chapters are devoted to solving equations up to third degree. These



turned out being rather cryptic for a non professional practitioner.Altogether, the book is a sort
of showcase of the practice and teaching of mathematics at the time, and I bought it for that. I
have no complaints about.The translator/editor did a good job updating the symbols and
keeping the tangy archaic writing.”

Michael Enright, “He was so prolific and had such an impact on .... He was so prolific and had
such an impact on the field of math that anything he wrote is significant and should be read by
anyone serious about learning math. He is one of the giants whose shoulders Newton famously
said he stood upon to reach the heights he did, which were also enormous”

@George, “Concise and simple. Beautiful”

Amitabh Chandra Aruni, “Elements of Algebra, Leonard Eular. Leonhard Euler was one of the
greatest and most prolific mathematicians of all time. His work was of vital importance to a
bewildering variety of fields, many of which he himself created. Yet, as with most modern
mathematicians, his work was and remains inaccessible to most of us. Amitabh Chandra Aruni
Vill.+ Po. - Mejorganj, Sitamarhi, Bihar”

Antonio, “Clássico/ Classic. Para matemáticos: um obra que tem que ser lida, e relida. Várias
vezes do grande Mestre Leonhard Euler. Excelente! Notei na obra um paralelo dele com a
estupenda obra de Euclides (Elementos)To all mathematicians: a must read, as much as
possible. From the great master Leonhard Euler! Excellent. I've noticed some sort of inspiration
on the superb book of Euclides cornestone of Geometry.”

Agustín Grau Malonda, “La rapidez con que lo he recibido y el precio han sido excelentes. El
algebra de Euler sigue siendo de gran actualidad. La minuciosidad con que plantea los temas
es extraordinaria. En muchos detalles se muestra la genialidad del autor. El libro se lee bien
aunque aparecen espacios o divide palabras que no debía ocurrir. He podido leerlo en mi PC,
pero no en el kindle.”

The book by Leonhard Euler has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 199 people have provided feedback.
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